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Proposed Strategy for Guided SR approach. Credit: Patricia Suárez-Angel
Sappa/ESPOL

Researchers if CIDIS at ESPOL Polytechnic University have developed
a new method to enhance thermal image super-resolution by employing
synthetic imagery. This novel approach utilizes high-resolution images
from the visible spectrum to guide the super-resolution of low-resolution
thermal images, significantly improving the detail and utility of thermal
imaging across various applications. The work is published in the journal
Neurocomputing.
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https://linkinghub.elsevier.com/retrieve/pii/S0925231223013206


 

When visualizing thermal images, one typically imagines the blurry, less-
detailed outputs common with standard thermal imaging cameras.
However, with guided super-resolution techniques, these images can now
be enhanced to provide much clearer, more useful visual data. The latest
breakthrough in this technology introduces synthetic thermal images
generated from high-resolution visible images to provide a more
accurate guiding framework for super-resolution processes.

Unlike conventional methods, where the guiding image might not
perfectly align with the thermal characteristics, synthetic thermal images
mimic the desired thermal traits more closely. This alignment greatly
improves the quality and accuracy of the super-resolution output,
making the process more effective for practical applications.

The process starts by generating synthetic thermal images from high-
resolution visible spectrum images using advanced computational
models. These synthetic images are then used as reference guides to
enhance the resolution of thermal images through a super-resolution
process. This method allows for a more precise enhancement, tailoring
the thermal imaging to reflect more accurate and detailed thermal
properties.

  
 

  

Cycle GAN Architecture for Thermal Synthetized Images. Credit: Patricia
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This enhanced super-resolution technique, using synthetic thermal
imaging, is particularly effective in a wide spectrum of environments
and sectors where high-quality thermal images are crucial. The benefits
of better thermal imaging resolution extend to sectors such as security
surveillance, environmental monitoring, and health care.

In security surveillance, the improved clarity of thermal imaging leads to
better identification and assessment of potential threats, particularly in
low-light or obstructed environments. Environmental monitoring
benefits from this technology through more detailed and accurate
thermal imaging, which is essential for tracking wildlife movements or
detecting early signs of wildfires, thus contributing to timely and
effective responses.

In the health care sector, the improved resolution and reliability of
thermal imaging can significantly improve diagnostic processes,
providing clearer images that aid in the accurate diagnosis of various
conditions.

The use of thermal-like images for guiding thermal image super-
resolution represents a significant advancement due to its potential to
bridge the gap between visible and thermal imaging domains effectively.
By utilizing synthetic images that accurately replicate thermal
characteristics, the super-resolution process becomes more precise and
reliable, leading to higher-quality thermal images.

This approach not only enhances the functionality of thermal cameras
but also reduces the cost and complexity associated with obtaining high-
quality thermal images.
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https://techxplore.com/tags/environmental+monitoring/
https://techxplore.com/tags/health+care/
https://techxplore.com/tags/thermal+images/
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